Correction to SMR-6901

68P81095E05-D
Quantar™ Digital-Capable Station for Conventional, SECURENET, ASTRO®, 6809 Trunking, and IntelliRepeater Systems

This revision is a correction to the information provided on the cover page of SMR-6901 regarding Quantar Digital-Capable Station, manual 68P81095E05-D. The model numbers for the older station control modules being replaced by the new models were inadvertently transposed in SMR-6901. The replacement pages included with SMR-6901 are correct as-is. Please retain this cover sheet with SMR-6901.

This correction does not apply to new base stations manufactured with the new station control modules CLN8426A or CLN8447A, and only applies to base stations in which older station control modules CLN6960 or CLN6961 may be replaced with the new station control modules.

The correction for the first paragraph under the heading for 68P81095E05-D on the SMR-6901 cover page is shown below. The portions requiring correction are shown in bold type.

INCORRECT:

Station control modules CLN6960 and CLN1614 have been replaced by new model CLN8426A. Station control module CLN6961 has been replaced by new model CLN8447A. The new modules are functionally identical to the assemblies they replace.

CORRECT:

Station control modules CLN6961 and CLN1614 have been replaced by new model CLN8426A. Station control module CLN6960 has been replaced by new model CLN8447A. The new modules are functionally identical to the assemblies they replace.